I travel to experience local culture and have fun. I usually make up my day-to-day plans on the go, however, all of the public transportation I need to get to my plans can be a challenge.

**Key features**

- **Works offline**
  Unlike Google Maps, Yelp, and FourSquare that only work with a data plan, Journey is primarily designed to be used offline, including navigation.

- **Set a location as home**
  With Journey, users can set a location as home as they can easily navigate back after a long day exploring.

- **Public transportation-focused**
  With Journey, users can find the most convenient and favorable method of public transportation to reach their destination.

- **Easy-to-use checkpoints**
  With Journey, users can feel confident that they are always headed in the right direction to their destination.

**Our process**

1. Online survey
2. Brainstorm features
3. Create user stories
4. Create wireframe
5. Create hi-fi prototype
6. Test wireframe
7. Test hi-fi prototype
8. Final prototype
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**Watch Journey in action**